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Abstract. Based on the assumption that major class of rock
instabilities are created by discontinuities, a method is pro-
posed to estimate the fracture density by means of a digital
elevation model (DEM). By using the mean orientation, the
mean spacing and the mean trace length of discontinuity sets
potentially involved in slope instabilities and a DEM, it is
possible to calculate the mean number of discontinuities of a
given set per cell of the DEM. This would allow for an esti-
mation of the probability of the presence of at least one dis-
continuity in a given area or simply in a topographic cell of
the DEM. This analysis highlights sites potentially affected
by rockslides within a region. Depending on the available
data, the mean number can be calculated either by area, or
along a line parallel to the mean apparent spacing. The effec-
tive use of the probability of occurrence is dependent on the
size of the discontinuities because short and closely spaced
discontinuities will have a 100% probability of occurrence in
each favorable location. The a posteriori prediction of a re-
cent rockslide is discussed as an example.
1 Introduction
Digital elevation models (DEM) provide several possibilities
for landforms analysis (Carrara and Guzzetti, 1995; Mont-
gomery et al., 1998) and slope stability analysis (Pack et al.,
1998; Guzzetti et al., 1999; Crosta et al., 2001). Rock slope
stability is essentially controlled by fractures (Selby, 1993),
especially in relation to their densities and orientations. As
proposed by Hoek and Bray (1981), rock slopes may be sub-
divided into structural areas with regard to slope stability.
Considering structural and geological features, structural re-
gions are homogeneous insofar as the discontinuities are sim-
ilar in number of sets, orientation and density. In each of
these areas, regardless of whether geomechanical criteria are
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considered, the potential kinematics of failure like plane or
wedge sliding, or toppling can be pointed out. Methods used
to predict areas affected by potential sliding mechanisms can
be carried out either manually, or by using computerized al-
gorithms (Wagner et al., 1988; Rouiller et al., 1998; Jaboyed-
off et al., 1999; Gokceoglu et al., 2000; Meentemeyer and
Moody, 2000; Gu¨nther, 2003).
This paper deals with the detection and estimation of the
mean number of discontinuities by surface unit or along a
line, or the probability of the presence of fracture sets that
may produce rockslides. Our approach consists of 3 steps:
(1) defining the homogeneous structural domains, (2) identi-
fying and characterizing the discontinuity sets, and (3) com-
paring the structural features with the topography by means
of a DEM. The results may be used in the generation of haz-
ard maps provided that the importance of the discontinuity
sets for stability is weighted. Hence, if the mean orientation,
mean spacing and mean trace length of a discontinuity set are
known, it is possible to determine the number of discontinu-
ities for each topographic surface area. In doing so, the prob-
ability of the presence of at least one discontinuity or wedge
on a surface or along a line can be estimated. Although many
works have previously been published on the computerized
detection on large areas and hazard assessment of landslides
(Gupta et al., 1999; Guzzetti et al., 1999), but very few have
dealt with the automatic analysis of rock slopes on large areas
(Wagner et al., 1988; Gokceoglu et al., 2000; Meentemeyer
and Moody, 2000; Gu¨nther, 2003).
The proposed method, which requires little data acquisi-
tion for an experienced geologist, is a tool for detecting po-
tential rockslide instabilities and assessing their hazard.
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Fig. 1. Area of Fionnay (Valais,
Switzerland). (a): Measured discon-
tinuities (99 data: J5: circles; J’5:
crosses; J9: black dots; S1: squares);
(b): contouring of (a) data highlight-
ing the most important discontinuity
sets; (c): simplified stereonet (Schmidt-
Lambert equal area, upper hemisphere),
which synthesizes the structural fea-
tures of a homogeneous fractured zone.
Note that the J5 and J’5 are distin-
guished because the field observations
indicate that those two sets are inter-
secting. J9 is not represented on a) and
on b) because it has been clearly identi-
fied (crossing S1) on the field but with
too few data.
2 Methods for sampling the geometrical characteristics
of the discontinuities
The geometrical characterization of the discontinuities, such
as their spacing, trace length, mean and/or distributions can
be determined by several methods yielding more or less
detailed information. A review of the main methods can be
found in Priest (1993).
Trace lengths have been estimated by employing distribu-
tion assumptions (Priest and Hudson, 1981). In these cases,
they can be estimated by counting them on rectangular (Pahl,
1981) or circular windows (Mauldon et al., 2001). Other
methods using two or more photographs of an outcrop al-
low the estimation of orientation, fracturing density and trace
length (Thomas et al., 1987; Crosta, 1997). Detailed digital
elevation model may be used to characterize discontinuity
sets (Froldi, 2000). A more sophisticated and time consum-
ing approach employs the use of software, such as Fracman
(Dershowitz et al., 1996) or Resoblok ( ´Ecole des Mines de
Nancy, 2000), which allows a complete characterization of
discontinuities using numerical simulations (Baroudi et al.,
1990; Starzec and Andersson, 2002).
The present method uses simple estimates of the mean
characteristics of discontinuity sets. The first step consists
in defining homogeneous structural domains, where geologi-
cal structures, lithologies and fracturing show constant prop-
erties, i.e. orientation, spacing, trace length, undulation, in-
filling material and aperture. In other words, this is an area
where rock instabilities are driven by an identical mechanism
that could also be controlled by slope morphology.
The second step consists of a field survey of the disconti-
nuities (Hoek and Bray, 1981; LaPointe and Hudson, 1985;
Giani, 1992; Priest, 1993; Jaboyedoff et al., 1996). This sur-
vey can be more or less detailed, depending on the goal of
the study. An estimation of the fracturing density requires
three parameters for each discontinuity set: the mean orien-
tation, mean spacing and mean trace length (CREALP, 2003;
Dele`ze et al., 2003). Simple procedures used to determine
these parameters are outlined.
2.1 Mean orientation
Each structural domain should be characterized by a single
stereonet displaying the mean orientation of sets (Fig. 1).
The determination of the mean orientation of a discontinuity
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Fig. 2. Sampling window made from a photograph of the Fionnay
cliff containing estimates of the different parameters described in
the text. The J5 discontinuity set is presented. Note that the geom-
etry of the window, elongated as J5 favors its individuation.
set requires several structural measurements. Contouring
procedures may be applied in order to find the most signifi-
cant orientations (Hoek and Bray, 1981). During data acqui-
sition, the orientation of the sampled areas has to be noted,
because contouring procedures can bias the fracture density
sampling. For example, data sampled along a scanline are
biased since the discontinuity frequency is dependent on the
angle between the discontinuity set and the scanline. The
density point of the stereonet can be corrected using Terza-
ghi correction (Terzaghi, 1965; Priest, 1993).
2.2 Mean number of traces in a sampling window
Because third dimension of the structure is not easily acces-
sible, surface observations are the only data available. Trace
lengths may be estimated from a sampling window by divid-
ing the total length of the traces that appear in the window by
the number of contained traces (Fig. 2). This number how-
ever does not correspond directly to the number of counted
traces and must be corrected since some of them are partially
displayed. Assuming an infinite imaginary outcropping sur-
face, which is filled periodically by identical sampling win-
dows, each of the traces beginning in one window will, on av-
erage, end in another. Consequently, the number of partially
contained traces (n1) must be divided by two. The traces
completely crossing the window are not taken into account
since they are counted in two other virtual windows. The
traces for which both ends are included in the window (n0)
are all counted. On average, the number (n) of trace lengths
included in a window is given by:
n ≈ n0 + n12 (1)
Fig. 3. Illustration of the mean apparent lateral surface s (quoted as
A1 and A2) using a DEM with a squared grid. The ratio A/S gives
the mean number of discontinuities per surface unit. The surface
orientation is generally estimated from the center of the topographic
face since it is not a true planar surface.
2.3 Mean trace length
Being Ti the length of the ith discontinuity trace, observed
in the sampling window, and Ttot the total trace length dis-
played, dividing Ttot by n gives the mean trace length T :
T =
∑
window
Ti
n
= Ttot
n
(2)
T could depend on the shape of the fracture, but for simplifi-
cation we assume that for a given discontinuity set, T is iden-
tical for each orientation of the sampling window (Fig. 3).
On the other hand, the accuracy of the estimation of the mean
trace length depends on the orientation of the observation
surface since the number of discontinuities is different for an
identical observation area having different orientations (see
Sect. 2.5).
2.4 Mean spacing, frequency and lateral surface
Assuming that L is the perpendicular mean spacing between
the discontinuities, the discontinuity frequency λ is given by:
λ = 1
L
(3)
On the other hand, the product of the mean discontinu-
ity spacing L and the mean trace length T gives the mean
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Fig. 4. Definition of the different vectors used to calculate the linear
frequency (see text for explanations).
discontinuity lateral surface, s (Fig. 3):
s = LT (4)
Thus, the area of the sampling window Sobs is equal to the
product of the number of discontinuities (n) by s:
Sobs = n s = nLT (5)
Using the previous formula, λ can also be obtained by calcu-
lating the total length of the observed discontinuity traces:
λ = 1
L
= nT
nLT
= Ttot
Sobs
(6)
2.5 Correction for a non-perpendicular sampling window
A correction is applied to the above formulae when, as it is
usually the case, the observation surface is not perpendicular
to the discontinuities. Since the trace length is assumed not
being affected by the orientation of the observations, only L
and λ must be corrected.
If Lapp is the apparent discontinuity spacing and θ the an-
gle between the normal to the discontinuities and the normal
to the observation surface, Lapp is linked to λ by:
Lapp × sin θ = L or λ× sin θ = λapp (7)
For spacing data sampled along a scanline, assuming β the
angle between the normal to the discontinuities and the ori-
entation of the scanline, for a plane Lapp is given by:
Lapp × cosβ = L or λ× cosβ = λapp (8)
3 Use of geometrical characteristics: probabilistic
approach
Considering a DEM with a rectangular mesh size equal to
1x1y, a plane approximates the orientation and surface (S)
of the topographic cell. S is then equal to 1x1y/ cos σ ,
where σ is the dip angle of the topographic cell (Fig. 4).
3.1 Number and probability of discontinuities within an
area
The average number of discontinuities (Ns) contained within
a cell of surface S, using Eqs. (4) and (7) is given by:
Ns = S/
(
T Lapp
) = S × sin θ/s
= (1x1y)× sin θ/ (s × cos σ) (9)
Considering a surface area of topography constituted by sev-
eral DEM cells, Ns is equal to the sum of the contributions
of all orientations, thus:
Ns = 1
s
∑
Si sin θi (10)
where the index i refers to each topographic cell. This result
is independent of the sliding direction.
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Assuming a random (Poisson) distribution of discontinuity
lateral surfaces s, the probability of finding at least one dis-
continuity in a surface area of topography constituted by one
or several cells can be estimated using the following equa-
tion:
Fs(x) = 1 − e−Ns (11)
3.2 Number and probability of discontinuities along a line
The previous method does not take the explicitly rectangular
shape of the topographic facet of the DEM into account, but
only its surface. Thus, if the perpendicular to the trace of
the discontinuity is oblique to the cell (i.e. x and y compo-
nents are both nonzero), it is not incorporated within the Ns
calculation. Along an oblique direction, the average number
of discontinuities increases. An alternative method consists
of estimating the number of discontinuities in the direction
along the minimum apparent spacing for each cell of the grid.
This is calculated using the vectors nt , T d , nd , Ad , which
correspond to unitary vectors normal to the topography, par-
allel to the trace of the discontinuity on the facet of the to-
pography, normal to the discontinuity set and parallel to the
minimum apparent spacing on the topographic cell, respec-
tively (Fig. 4). The trace direction is obtained by the cross
product (×) of the normal to the topographic cell and the
normal to the discontinuity:
T d = nt × nd and Ad = nt × T d (12)
Thus, the apparent spacing (Lapp) on the topographic facet
is given by the mean spacing divided by the absolute value
of the cosine of the angle between Ad and nd (or the scalar
product of both):
Lapp = L|nd ·Ad | (13)
The mean number of discontinuities which can be found
is given by the maximum d/Lapp, where d is the length
in the Ad direction on a topographic facet. d is maximal
if it is measured between two opposite sides and not be-
tween two adjacent sides of the topographic facet. If 1x
and 1y represent the mesh size in the x and y directions,
the horizontal angle of the diagonal of the mesh is given by:
γlimit = arctan(1x/1y). Now consider the length (dh) that
represents the projection d×Ad on the horizontal. An esti-
mate of dh depends on its orientation (γ ) relative to γlimit.
Let Ax, Ay , and Az represent the Ad coordinates and φ the
angle with the horizontal. γ is equal to arctan(Ax/Ay),
and must be compared to γlimit. Thus, dh=1y/ cos γ
where γ ≤ γlimit or dh=1x/ sin γ where γ >γlimit. Know-
ing that cosφ=
√(
A2x +A2y
)
/
(
A2x +A2y +A2z
)
and that
dh= d cosφ, d can be calculated.
The mean number of discontinuities is then NL=Lapp/d
and, by analogy with Eq. (11), in the case of one cell, the
probability of finding at least one discontinuity in the topo-
graphic facet is given by:
FL(x) = 1 − e−NL (14)
4 Application to rockslide hazard assessment
4.1 Detection of potential sliding zones
The Matterocking software (CREALP, 2003) employs the
aforementioned geometrical characteristics of the disconti-
nuities (orientation, spacing and trace length) to detect poten-
tial sliding zones. The results are useful for rockslide hazard
assessment. Three main result types can be produced and
stored in grid files:
(1) Comparison of the mean orientation of a given set of
discontinuities with a DEM, to determine areas where
the set may induce rockslides (Fig. 5a).
(2) The expected mean number of discontinuities (Ns) or
their probability of occurrence (Fs) in each mesh of the
DEM (Fig 5b). Within the area that allows planar slid-
ing (Fig. 5b), the mean number of discontinuities (Ns or
Fs) provides information on the potential occurrence of
rockslides delimited by a discontinuity set.
(3) The expected mean number of discontinuities (NL) or
their probability of occurrence (FL) along their mini-
mum apparent spacing.
Grid files may be exported either in Surfer (Golden Software)
or ArcView (ESRI) ASCII grid file formats. In the example
presented (Fig. 5), Ns is estimated only in the areas where
the condition of sliding is verified (areas where the dip of
the discontinuity set is less steep than the topographic slope
in the sliding direction, Fig. 5a). A comparison of the results
obtained in a homogeneous area with the observed small slid-
ing instabilities (sliding on J’2) determined by a field survey
demonstrates the efficiency of the method. Most of the ac-
tive zones are located within the topographic sectors theo-
retically affected by potential sliding (Fig. 5a). The gaps in
the detection of a few active zones may be attributed to the
fact that in the present state the method does not take into
account a range in variation of the sliding direction. This
means that there is no range of tolerance in the sliding direc-
tion and slope dip direction values, i.e. angle between slope
dip direction and joint dip direction.
The calculation of the number of discontinuities within a
DEM cell does not yield any information concerning the po-
tential volume involved. One way to provide this information
is to take into account the direction of the sliding in order
to weight the count of the number of discontinuities by unit
area. The previous method will assign Ns the same value
for identical θ values either if the topography is parallel or
nearly perpendicular to the sliding direction. If δ is the angle
between the direction of sliding and the normal to the topog-
raphy, Ns can be replaced by:
NV = cos δ (1x 1y) / (s cos σ) (15)
In the case where the topographical facet is nearly parallel
to the direction of sliding, NV tends to zero while Ns is not
affected by δ. This is compatible with the fact that, in this
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Fig. 5. Examples of application in the Saastal (Switzerland) (modified after Jaboyedoff et al., 1999). Knowing the mean topographic
orientation, the possible direction of sliding can be deduced from a stereonet; (a) the green area represents the topographic domain where
the discontinuity set J’2 (070◦/55◦) could induce small rockslides. The red lines indicate the observed small rockslide mechanism on J’2
discontinuities, producing activity; (b) the yellow-red scale displays Ns for the J3 discontinuity set (030◦/50◦). T = 220 m and L= 100 m.
The number of discontinuities counted in the outlined zone is 0.26, thus the probability of finding at least one discontinuity is 23%. J3 that
can generate a rockslide with a large volume.
case, no rock volume will be involved in a rockslide. A prob-
ability (FV ) can be also calculated.
It should be noted that s can be replaced by a smaller value
that takes into account the lateral dimension of the potential
rock instability.
Matterocking allows for the detection of either plane or
wedge sliding. In the latter case, the discontinuity section is
replaced by the surface, defined by using the orientation and
mean spacing of both discontinuity sets. The calculation of
the number or probability of wedges is similar to the calcu-
lation of NV , and FV .
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4.2 Principle of relative hazard rating
The rockslide instability hazard (H ) can be estimated using
a relative scale based on Ns, Fs or NL, FL or NV , FV . The
probability of the presence of a potentially dangerous sliding
structure can be estimated by Fs for any surface. Assuming
the existence of dangerous structures, the hazard assessment
requires an estimate of the probability of failure (Pf , having
a frequency unit) of a rock failure at the instability location.
The hazard H can then be estimated by:
H = Fs Pf (16)
Now, assuming that Pf is difficult to obtain or that Pf is con-
stant within a region (Hantz et al., 2001; Dussauge-Peisser et
al., 2002), Fs may be considered as a relative hazard value,
in addition to Ns, NL, NV , FV and FL.
The use of N or F as a hazard rating is dependent on L, T
or s. Fs can be only used if the structure can be geometrically
contained within the surface considered. This must be taken
into account for the computation of Fs within the DEM cell
facet. The contouring of an area using Eq. (10) allows for
the application of Fs to a specific zone of a relevant surface.
This problem does not occur for NL or FL.
4.3 Example of a rockslide back-analysis
On 4 August 1994 during the night, the region of Fionnay
(Valais, Switzerland) suffered a rockslide of about 2000 m3
(Baillifard, 1998) (Fig. 6). The rockslide failed to reach
the inhabited area because it was stopped by the blocks of
an ancient rockslide. Field observations indicate that the
area surrounding the 1994 rockslide can be considered as a
structurally homogeneous domain within greenschist rocks.
Structural analysis based on a field survey was performed to
determine the failure mechanism. A back analysis shows that
the rock mass slides on a pre-existing J5 discontinuity. J5
discontinuities dip on average in the direction 220◦/45◦ and
rockslides are facilitated due to their real planar shape. Water
often seeps out of J5 discontinuities, showing their continuity
and aperture that can reach up to 10 cm. A J’5 discontinuity
(220◦/70◦) manifests as tension cracks, while the foliation
(320◦/70◦) and J9 discontinuities act as shear planes (Figs. 1
and 6). Rockslide created by J’5 involves smaller volumes.
Scree deposits below the cliff containing J5 or J’5 disconti-
nuities indicate possible instability or activity.
J5 discontinuities are the main destabilizing features of the
rock slope. This discontinuity set was therefore compared to
the topography in an effort to validate the proposed method
and to detect other potential sliding zones.
The mean trace length and mean spacing were estimated
with a sampling window using Eqs. (1) to (6). A picture was
used as a base for the sampling window (Fig. 2). The mean
spacing determined is 50 m and the mean trace length reaches
60 m.
These characteristics where compared to the topography
using a 25×25 m DEM established before the rockslide. The
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Fig. 6. (a) Location of the rockslide (1994) near Fionnay; (b) snap-
shot highlighting the mechanism of the rockslides.
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Fig. 7. Maps displaying Ns , NL, Fs and FL calculated in the area surrounding the Fionnay 1994 rockslide.
Ns, NL, NV , Fs, FL and FV parameters where calculated
(Fig. 7).
The J5 set may generate rockslides in the entire rock face.
Cross validation between the presented method and a de-
tailed field study was performed for the cliffs surrounding the
rockslide. Only the unstable rock masses liable to slide on J5
discontinuities were sought, because J5 is the main source
of instabilities. Their hazard was assessed according to the
Matterock method (Rouiller et al., 1998).
This comparison shows good agreement between the ob-
served instabilities and the zones detected using the Matte-
rocking software, being all instabilities located within the po-
tential sliding area. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
area where potentially dangerous J5 discontinuities are found
is larger than the area where unstable rock mass is effectively
located. This is because although the above method can find
potential unstable zones, they do not indicate their precise lo-
cation. This can be explained by the fact that the presence of
sliding planes is necessary but not sufficient for the genera-
tion of rock instability. Additional instability factors concern
for instance the local morphology (presence of a rocky spur),
geology (presence of an undermining weaker layer), tecton-
ics (presence of a nearby fault) or hydrogeology (geometry of
the topographic watershed) (Cancelli and Crosta, 1993; Maz-
zoccola and Hudson, 1996; Dussauge-Peisser, 2002; Bailli-
fard et al., 2003).
Nevertheless, all of the instabilities are located where the
number of discontinuities is the highest, and thus where the
cell probability is the greatest. Furthermore, the zone con-
sisting of multiple small instabilities is also located within
the potential sliding area. In this case the considered insta-
bilities are small and so the DEM mesh is too large to detect
the local high number of discontinuities.
Another exception is underlined by the cliff bottom, for
which the smooth DEM (large mesh) representing the foot
of the cliff indicates a lower number of discontinuities than
would be indicated by a more detailed DEM.
Although the three methods of counting discontinuities
yield similar results, the linear count displayed a slightly
smaller area of a high number of discontinuities because the
orientation of the cells influences the results. The use of
NV or FV , highlights more restricted zones than Ns, NL, Fs
or FL because the orientation is taken into account. Never-
theless most of the observed instabilities are included in the
higher count zone, taking into account the problems of large
cell size smoothing topography for the instabilities located in
the north and southwest of the potential sliding zone.
The transformation to probability is interesting since it dif-
ferentiates the lower values, displaying a relative scale that is
more sensitive for the low count values.
5 Discussion
The DEM mesh size determines the minimum size of the
detected instabilities. It must always be evaluated when
doing a study because it defines which of the parameters
Fs, Ns, NL, NV , FV and FL is the most appropriate.
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Maps displaying Ns, NL, and NV for each mesh represent
weighted structures, but in relative terms. They indicate the
location where rockslides may occur more frequently. Dur-
ing a survey, these maps can be used to select the locations
to be investigated through a detailed field survey.
The use of Fs, Ns, NL, NV , FV and FL depends on the
accuracy of the available data: when L or T are not well de-
fined, it is better to use N since the use of F has no meaning.
The expected values also impose the use of N or F : if all
N values are great, it is not useful to calculate the F values
since all will yield results near 100% (N = 1.0, F ≈ 63%,
for N = 3.0, F ≈ 95% and for N = 4.6, F ≈ 99%).
For small N values, the estimate of F values will on the
contrary give information on the probability of the presence
of one discontinuity in each cell. The use of a sliding di-
rection of one discontinuity set (NV and FV ) allows for the
detection of locations where larger rock masses can be in-
volved in rockslides, underlining the location where strength
on discontinuity is potentially the highest.
In cases where the mean trace length is much longer than
the mesh size of the DEM, the use of Fs or FV should be
avoided. This is because most of the time the calculated
probabilities make no physical sense (for example, calculat-
ing the probability of finding at least one discontinuity with
a trace length of 500 m in a 25×25 m cell).
When the trace lengths are long, it is usually possible to
calculate Fs or FV in areas larger than the mean trace length
(for instance along the foot of a cliff or in a rock mass sus-
pected of being unstable). Practically, all calculated values
of Ns or NV should first be summed in the considered area
and the results can then be used to calculate the probabilities
Fs or FV (probability of finding at least one discontinuity in
the area considered).
For NL and FL, only L must be known, T is not taken
into account. Thus NL and FL, are useful if T is even poorly
known, since NL, FL can be calculated in each cell mesh of
the DEM.
The problem of large DEM cell sizes causing smoothing
of the topography and the problem linked to the variations of
the orientations of the discontinuity sets can be overcome by
introducing a variability in the orientation data. Furthermore,
field data are variable. Most of the observed instabilities are
located within the area defined by the present method, but
this area is larger than the area where unstable rock masses
are effectively located (Fig. 7). In order to improve the de-
tected potentially instable areas, the method has to be refined
by introducing parameters such as:
- a variability in the discontinuity orientation data;
- mechanical rock properties and modeling, for example
as proposed by Gokceoglu et al., (2000) or Gu¨nther
(2003);
- specific toppling functions, taking into account the
shape of the volume delimited by the discontinuity sets.
Those new parameters would refine the estimates of the prob-
ability that an unstable rock mass is present (Fs, FV and FL).
As rockslides scars are composite surfaces made of one or
more discontinuity sets, the connectivity between disconti-
nuities have also to be quantified in order to refine rockslide
hazard assessment.
6 Conclusion
Within an area, H and Pf can be estimated using a database
of ancient rockslide events and making the assumption that
the total number of rockslides of a given volume within
a period of time must follow a power law theory (Wiec-
zorek et al., 1992; Hantz et al., 2001; Vengeon et al., 2001;
Guzzetti et al., 2002). This method allows then the deter-
mination of the probable number of rockslide events for a
given volume within a period of time and within an area. As
shown above, the rockslide hazard H can be assessed using
Ns, NL, NV , Fs, FL or FV . The choice of any one of these
factors depends on the topography and the characteristics of
the discontinuities.
For a given volume, the cells with the highest value of
Ns, NL, NV , Fs, FL and FV parameters may be considered
as most likely to produce a rockslide within a period of ref-
erence. A rigorous formulation of this method is still under
development.
A step further would be to have an automatic estimate by
employing software using the probability of the presence of
a dangerous structure (Fs) within a given area larger than a
topographic cell by counting the mean number (Ns) of dis-
continuities over that area (Fig. 5b). This method is useful
to determine potential large rockslide. This is important for
detecting large volumes defined by long, spaced discontinu-
ities.
The presence of unfavorable structural settings can there-
fore be considered as one important factor to be taken into
account in a multi-criterion approach. Several factors have
to be incorporated in order to more precisely detect instabili-
ties. Furthermore, an orientation range represented by a cone
of a given aperture can be added for the discontinuity set ori-
entation. The zone were toppling is possible can be detected
replacing the sliding direction by the perpendicular to the dis-
continuity, but the frequency values have no direct meaning.
Nevertheless more frequent joints isolate more slender ele-
ments promoting toppling.
The use of a DEM for the assessment of the probability of
the presence of given structures can be refined by using sim-
ple stability models as supplementary parameters in hazard
estimations (Wu et al., 1996; Scavia and Saeta, 2001).
This probabilistic approach, refined by adding variability
and mechanical properties is promising.
The efficiency of the proposed method was proved in sev-
eral studies applied in Switzerland and Italy (Baillifard et al.,
2001). The first step is to identify areas where the number,
orientation and geometric characteristics of the discontinuity
sets are homogeneous. Following this, a determination of the
probability of the presence of potential sliding structures is
quite straightforward, leading to a prioritization of potential
rockslide sites.
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